COMPANY DESCRIPTION

DLS Technology Corporation is a leading technology solutions and service provider, specialized in Cybersecurity, Virtualization, Cloud Computing and AI Analytics.

DLS' flagship and patented vKey solution provides Anytime, Anywhere on Any Device secure endpoint solutions for the modern workspace. www.vkey.ca
COLLABORATION: AREAS OF INTEREST

Endpoint Security
Secure Remote Access
Secure Infrastructure/Communications
Secure Internet of Things (IoT)
Secure Cloud/Internet
Cryptology/Cryptography
Identity Management
COLLABORATION: PROJECT/S OF INTEREST

DLS is open to ideas from others.

AI Security
Identity Management
Security Detection and Remediation
PARTNERS AND EXPERTISE

Existing Partnerships (optional)
Citrix, Microsoft, Micro Focus, Vmware, Cisco, Signority, ThoughtSpot, Uniprint/ProcessFusion, Splunk, PiiComm
CONTACT DETAILS

DLS Technology Corporation (vKey)
Patrick Nadeau

pnadeau@dlstech.com
613-808-8492

www.dlstech.com
www.vkey.ca
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